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1 Abstract 

Recent years have shown the importance of being able to predict and track outbreaks of 

infectious diseases with the aim of preventing major incidents that can cause vast disruptions 

to society. Predicting disease emergence can be aided by the study of the drivers and trends 

of infectious disease emergence. This thesis describes a proof of concept for the use of 

automated news screening as a tool to use in as part of an early warning system to identify 

the emergence of infectious disease, using the Lake Victoria Basin as the subject for this 

exploration.  

 

The method described in thesis uses the open-source text mining and data analysis tools of 

KNIME and R’s tidyGraph, iGraph and visNetwork packages to breakdown and examine 

digital news articles to create an easily visualizable summary of news articles relevant to 

news on a topic of choice, in this thesis, disease outbreaks.   
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Emerging Infectious Diseases 

Many factors, often complex, lie behind the emergence of infectious diseases [1]. Also 

known as drivers, these factors provide the conditions that enable a select pathogen to 

encroach on and adapt to a new environment, or transition into a newly identifiable pathogen. 

These pathogens are commonly named in literature as “neglected or emerging infectious 

diseases” or “neglected/emerging zoonotic diseases”, based on their location and manner of 

spreading between populations and species [1, 5–9]. There are various available 

characterisations for drivers, in this thesis, drivers are defined as antecedent events to 

infectious disease emergence; forces operating at various scales, and categorised as societal, 

environmental, technological, political, and economic in nature [3, 10]. 

 

Regions where drivers are most densely aggregated are where outbreaks of emerging 

infectious diseases are more likely to occur and are known as emergence hotspots [11]. 

Drivers manifest as trends, with multiple drivers able to concurrently cause or affect a trend. 

Conversely multiple trends can be traced back to a single driver [12]. Examples of drivers 

and trends include climate change (a driver) and its consequences as seen in population 

migration of malaria mosquitoes (a trend) [13]. 

 

Being able to link trends to their drivers and developing ways of tracking their occurrences 

is an important element in the study of disease outbreak patterns[14]. Knowledge of these 

forces and their distribution across various pathogens, geographical regions and production 

practices allows for the emergences of risks to be typified, making it possible to make 

predictions about where and how future outbreaks could occur.[15] 

 

The analysis of digital news media is a useful tool for this as a fast and cost-effective method 

for monitoring drivers and trends [2]. For this thesis, the aim is to use digital news articles 

as the source of the input data to be analysed and to anticipate emergence risk. Digital news 

surveillance allows for the observation of changes in reported incidence, whether it relates 

to an acute outbreak or a long-term trend. Diseases do not emerge in a vacuum, and news 

articles contain contextual information that when analysed alongside many of others can 

reveal connections between seemingly unrelated issues that correlate with, and with further 

investigation may prove to be a causation of, an outbreak [4].  
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With just a handful of languages accounting for most content on the Internet, only a few key 

languages require translation to capture most content, namely English, Spanish, Chinese and 

French [2]. Furthermore, language processing and text mining tools such as the commercial 

software NetOwl, and the open-source software of KNIME text processing extensions, are 

getting better at analysing reports for contextual data making the search for relevant 

information more efficient [2, 4]. 

 

This method has drawbacks including the irregularity of digital information, with articles 

being liable to be taken down, prone to link rot and their sources, when analysed en mass, 

hard to verify. Curated datasets and media aggregating sites, such as Google News and the 

Europe Media Monitor (EMM) Newsbrief, are useful as they allow one to use one search to 

comb through articles of various sources. These are limited in number, and only a few are 

accessible for public use. Digital media can also exclude nondigital news reports and details 

due to language or source (e.g., print and audio) limitations [3]. The separation of original 

content from re-reporting (possibly erroneously and/or appearing in the wrong region) poses 

additional challenges[2–4]. While valid, these issues fall outside the scope of this thesis. 

 

The scope of this project is to create a prototype of a potential early warning system based 

on the work done by the European Food Safety Authority’s DEMETER project[16]. 

Utilising text mining and data analysis algorithms, the aim is to condense news articles into 

an easily visualisable summary of news events over an up to fourteen-day period of choice. 

This would allow those interested in the tracking of disease emergence events to get a useful 

overview of emerging trends and patterns going on in the news while grouping them based 

on topics in common. This method results in providing new insights that can guide to more 

robust investigations in disease monitoring. This thesis intends to demonstrate this method 

to be a helpful means in outbreak detection, tracking and eventually prevention. 

 

The Lake Victoria Basin in East Africa was chosen as the area of to test the method, as it is 

a known hotspot, as visualised in Toph Allen’s article on global hotspots (Figure 1), with 

many emergence drivers present [1, 9].  
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Figure 1: 

Map of world emerging disease hotspots [9], with the Lake Victoria Basin circled in white 

 

Divided among the countries of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda, the Lake 

Victoria Basin is densely populated, and its international nature leads to the presence of 

multiple drivers related to the diversity of social and institutional circumstances[17] [9]. 

There is a high level of movement, human and animal, between the countries which all have 

different rules, regulations, and disease monitoring systems in place. Economically, the Lake 

provides a source of income for many and a recent boom in the economy, has drawn in a lot 

of seasonal labourers living in shanty towns, with very low sanitation and few services [18, 

19]. The permanent population is largely agriculturalist, mainly working on small 

independent farms, most of them livestock[20] 

 

From an environmental point of view, the Lake is surrounded by a variety of biomes (Figure 

2), with more wetland areas in Rwanda and Uganda and dryer arid climates in Kenya and 

Tanzania [17]. The region is greatly affected by climate change, with increased droughts and 

more intensive rainy seasons. [21] This has led to a change in the distribution of disease 

vectors such as mosquitoes as well as an increased number of people moving to the Basin 

due to being displaced from increasingly inhospitable areas further North [22]. The 

commercial use of the Lake and its surroundings has also affected the local ecosystem and 

has lead to a rise in arthropod vectors such as mosquitoes[17, 18, 21]. Managing the 
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consequences of this is highly contentious due to the political and economic interest within 

and between the bordering nations.  

 

This thesis aims to break down the various digital news articles related to the Basin and 

create a clearer picture of what is going on in the region, to demonstrate the useability of the 

method it proposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

 Biomes of the Lake Victoria Basin [27] 
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2.2 The DEMETER Project 

The Determination and Metrics for Emerging Risks Identification (DEMETER) project was 

a project funded by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) [16]. The objectives and 

research proposed in the DEMETER project were specifically designed to support current 

(and future) EFSA procedures for emerging issue and risks identification by providing 

community resources to allow EFSA and EU Member State authorities to share data, 

knowledge, and methods on emerging risks identification in a rapid and effective manner 

through a digital platform.  

 

In the framework of the project, different data analytical workflows were developed and 

deployed, as the trending topics in news based on text mining and network analysis, and 

patent network analysis. 

 

The current bottlenecks in predictive sciences are not how to find data but how to make sense 

of them. There is a large amount of information and knowledge hidden in various news 

sources and extracting value from those is not an easy task: the amount of data and noise is 

so huge, that deriving meaningful insight is only possible with using computational science 

methodologies. As an attempt to capture important news items, a network analysis approach 

was used in the DEMETER project, using EMM Newsbrief as input source. The task of the 

data retrieval and analysis workflow developed was to collect news, then perform a text-

mining and network analysis of the information embedded in the food safety news.  

 

The main advantage of using such workflow is that it makes a quick analysis and 

visualization of the trending news possible. In a conventional emerging issue identification 

process large amount of news should be screened manually. This process could be speeded 

up by using simple automated text mining methods like word cloud or word count, however, 

these purely focus on quantifying the appearance of words and lack semantic notion. Using 

network analysis and visualizing the co-occurrence of words and identifying clusters in this 

network capture a semantic perspective and makes news topics pronounced and easily 

identifiable. With this, the workflow makes a quick screening of trending news topics 

possible from large amount of news corpora, speeding up the emerging issue identification 

process.  
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3 Objectives 

 

This thesis aims to produce a proof of concept for using open-source text mining and data 

analysis tools for monitoring the drivers and trends of infectious diseases. Utilising the 

DEMETER Project’s work as a template, their KNIME workflow was adapted to screen for 

infectious diseases in the Lake Victoria Basin. The workflow (Figure 5) was changed to 

incorporate a translating step as the original program only utilised English texts, and the text 

mining algorithm was adapted towards looking for emerging diseases occurring in the Basin. 

 

KNIME, the Konstanz Information Miner, is a free and open-source data analytics, reporting 

and integration platform which supports easy integration of new algorithms, data 

manipulation and visualization methods as new modules or nodes. Its modular environment 

enables easy visual assembly and interactive execution of a data pipeline [23]. 

 

The goal is to highlight and visualise topics of interest to those involved with tracking disease 

emergence, by creating a user-friendly summary of articles broken down into their key words 

and clustered into groups based on the relations between their component words. 

 

The workflow can handle thousands of articles sourced from a seven day period within a 

matter of minutes. It selects the top 50 words chosen based on how frequently they appear 

in correlation with one another based on our choice of filters while maintaining their link to 

their texts of origin. The end result appears as a colour-coded “word-network” (figure10), 

with the 50 keywords displayed in a network of links showing how they relate to one another 

and grouped by frequency of co-occurrence within the texts. 

 

This will allow users focus on the topics highlighted and visualise how they may be related 

to a broader issue that may have otherwise been overlooked had one had to read them all of 

individually. To access more information about topic highlighted by the network, one can 

hover their cursor over the links making up the word network, to be shown the hyperlink of 

their source articles, which can then be accessed with a single click. 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source_software
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4 Material and Methods 

The project involved three key steps 

• Gathering news media as input data 

• Modifying and running the KNIME workflow 

• Evaluations of the data gathered 

These steps were repeated as needed to get the most refined result possible. 

The workflow was changed to incorporate a translating step, and the text mining was geared 

towards looking for emerging diseases. 

 

4.1 Gathering the News Media  

The input digital news media was gathered from various locations. Bearing in mind that the 

workflow can only display the top 50 findings, news sources were selected to achieve a 

greater focus on our topics of interest. 

 

The European Media Monitor (EMM) News Brief news aggregating was selected as main 

source of data as it one of the few publicly accessible digital news curating sites. EMM’s 

primary goal is to oversee a curated set of electronic news media from around the world, 

reducing the information flow to controllable amounts by grouping related news and sorting 

articles. The system continuously monitors around 8 000 HTML pages and RDF Site 

Summary (RSS) feeds in over 70 different languages to find new articles published on the 

Internet (~300 000 articles daily) [24]. RSS feeds are a kind of data format, also known as 

web feeds, that allows users and applications to access website updates and collect data in a 

standardised and computer-readable form. 

  

EMM Newsbrief’s advanced search features (Figure 3) were used to filter subjects 

applicable to infectious disease. Thirty-seven diseases were selected to examine for this 

thesis. Thirty-six of these are listed as being infectious zoonotic diseases of interest (Table 

1) in the five countries of the Lake Victoria Basin, and Kenya in particular, by the Global 

Disease Detection Program of the United States Centres for Disease Control and Prevention 

and the Zoonotic Disease Unit of the Kenyan State Department of Veterinary Services  [25]. 

A similar project was conducted in Uganda resulting in a shorter list of diseases [26]. Neither 

study included Malaria as it is not a particularly zoonotic disease, but it was added to the 

selection for this thesis due to its importance to human health. 
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Table 1 

 List of the 36 Diseases of Interest 

 

Anthrax Trypanosomiasis Rabies Brucellosis 

Rift Valley Fever Echinococcosis Marburg Q-Fever 

Influenza Cysticercosis Dengue Mycobacteria 

Leptospirosis Schistosomiasis Yellow Fever Rickettsiosis 

Taeniasis Sarcoptic Mange Cryptosporidiosis Leishmaniasis 

Ebola 
Non-Typhi 

Salmonellosis 

Crimean-Congo 

Haemorrhagic Fever 

Antimicrobial 

Resistance 

Dermatophilosis Cryptococcosis Listeriosis Aspergillosis 

MERS-CoV Plague Chikungunya West Nile Virus 

Histoplasmosis Diphyllobotriosis Hanta Virus Fever Lassa Fever 

Figure 3 

Europe Media Monitor advanced search layout 
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Deviating from the DEMETER Project’s exclusive use of English language articles, this 

thesis selected “All” in the language filter, to broaden the range of retrieved articles 

relevant to the region.  The searches can be broken down as follows: 

 

1. Using EMM’s built-in “categories” filters, comprising approximately seventy-five 

options, the most relevant ones to the topic of infectious disease were selected. These 

were “Animal Health”, “Food Safety”; “Communicable Disease”; “Food Security”. Two 

searches were conducted based on the “source countries”, resulting in eight searches: 

1.1.  Source: “all countries”, using the five Basin countries in the “keywords” filter: 

“Burundi”, “Kenya”, “Ruanda”, “Tanzania” and “Uganda” 

1.2. Source: the five Basin countries “KE”,”TZ”,”RW”,”BI”,”UG” 

2. Searching for news on the merged list of the thirty-seven diseases, with the addition of 

key words on the topic of anti-microbial resistance and synonyms for diseases that have 

multiple names (e.g.: drug resistance as a synonym for antimicrobial resistance). This 

was an “OR” search, meaning any article mentioning one or more of the selected terms 

would appear in our results. A single search was conducted based on the “source 

countries”:  the five Basin countries “KE”,”TZ”,”RW”,”BI”,”UG” 

 

Sources more tailored to the area of interest were also used. Gathering them was more 

challenging, as many relevant news sites could not generate RSS links. Ten news sources 

devoted to the topics of health and agriculture (due to the zoonotic nature of many of the 

diseases of interest) were eventually short-listed. These were: 

1. The Organic Farmer (theorganicfarmer.org) 

2. East-African Agrinews (eastafrican-agrinews.com) 

3. Smart Farmer Kenya (smartfarmerkenya.com) 

4. African Farming (africanfarming.net) 

5. EA Agribusiness (ea-agribusiness.com) 

6. African Journals Online (ajol.info) 

7. Africa Health (africa-health.com) 

8. African Journal of Laboratory Medicine (ajlmonline.org) 

9. Swara Magazine (swara.co.ke) 

10. The East African (theastafrican.co.ke) 
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Once the searches were made, they were saved as RSS links. Where possible, this was done 

using each site’s built-in RSS feed generators. If that option was not available, these were 

created using the RSS feed generator feedly.com. These feeds then had to be altered into a 

form useable by KNIME, our text mining program (Figure 4), resulting in twenty RSS feeds 

used for sourcing the input data for the project. Each individual RSS feed can retrieve up to 

a hundred articles. 

 

 

The final list of all feeds used in the workflow can be found in Appendix B.  

Search #1 

any language 

Kenya OR Tanzania OR Uganda OR Burundi OR Rwanda 

Category: Animal Health and Welfare 

 

original RSS link retrieved: 

feed:https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced

&country=ET%2CKE%2CTZ&dateto=2021-08-

29T23%3A59%3A59Z&datefrom=2021-08-

23T00%3A00%3A00Z&category=AnimalHealth 

 

- Delete ‘feed:’ 

- Substitute the date with a variable where a new a new date will be injected  in 

KNIME 

link suitable for KNIME: 

https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&cou

ntry=ET%2CKE%2CTZ&dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A59Z&datefrom=start_da

teT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=AnimalHealth 

Figure 4: 

Breakdown of the steps to taken to alter original RSS links to ones suitable for KNIME 
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4.2 KNIME Workflow  

 

Figure 5: 

 Screenshot of entire KNIME workflow created for this project 

 

KNIME, the Konstanz Information Miner, is a free and open-source data analytics, reporting 

and integration platform which supports easy integration of new algorithms, data 

manipulation and visualization methods as new modules or nodes. Its modular environment 

enables easy visual assembly and interactive execution of a data pipeline [23]. All these 

features combined make it an excellent tool to be handled by multiple people and was a 

factor behind why it was chosen for the project. 

 

Our workflow (Figure 5) is made up of nodes, small programs with a specific task to 

accomplish. Their function can be deduced from their name and pictogram, as well as the 

“KNIME node repository”, where a full description of their function can be found. Nodes 

can be grouped together to perform a large complex task such as translating. These groups 

are called “meta nodes” and they appear as larger grey nodes in the workflow. When clicked 

on, their constituent nodes can be seen and configured individually. Meanwhile, component-

nodes are created by users of the platform to oversee a more complicated task. They are 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source_software
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cross-checked by other users and the KNIME platform before they become available to 

download by the public, one of the advantages of the open-source nature of this tool.  

 

Both meta-nodes and component-nodes are useful to organise large workflows. One can 

identify isolated blocks of logical operations in a workflow and include them inside either a 

meta- or a component-node. This means the workflow will appear neat and tidy with less 

fewer words cluttering the user interface. 

 

The workflow can be broken down into 5 major steps which are as follows: 1. Data retrieval; 

2. Text retrieval; 3. Translation; 4. Text mining; 5. Network analysis; iGraph network 

analysis and visualization.  
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4.2.1 Data Input 

 

• This first step of the workflow (Figure 6) is where all the input data is entered. By 

choosing a time interval of interest in the “date and time” node, articles can be 

selected from as far back as eighteen months, with the ability to select for precise 

dates and time intervals.  

• Entering the selected RSS feeds in the “table creator” node, each individual RSS link 

can retrieve up to 100 articles. 

• The rest of the nodes work on various steps of reading the RSS feeds and finding the 

articles from the selected time interval 

• Experience showed it was best to limit searches to a maximum two-week window. 

More than that risked retrieving too much data that could overload the workflow, 

leading to the program crashing. After running the workflow more, this limit was 

changed to one week (seven days) due to the pressure placed on the “translator” meta-

node 

Figure 6: 

Screenshot of data retrieval, text retrieval and translation sections of the workflow 
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4.2.1 Text Retrieval 

• In this step, the texts of the articles recovered during data retrieval are extracted by 

the “full text retrieval” meta node (Figure 6). Each article was limited to its first 300 

characters by the “First 300-character stemming” meta node. 

• The “Full text retrieval” meta node contains nodes using the Palladian KNIME 

extension, these extract the written content from each website (article) and arranges 

it in separate columns for the title and text of each. 

• The character limit was arrived at as it was observed that most of the pertinent 

information in an article is found in its first 300 characters, and thus save computing 

time, as depending on the time windows, thousands of articles would be retrieved, 

and then translated. 
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4.2.2 Translation 

Deviating from the original DEMETER Project, the searches used the “all languages” 

filter. This necessitated the innovation and inclusion of a translating step utilizing 

Google’s translating extension for KNIME (Figure 6).  

 

The translating can take place in one of two ways, visualized by two “Flows” with the input 

data able to go through either, depending on which one is tied in with the rest of the workflow 

(Figure 7). The “Translator” component-node is downloadable from KNIME’s Node 

repository. It can automatically detect and translate languages between supported languages 

by running Google’s Translator program in the background. It works best on small datasets, 

which is why the multiple flows were created to not overload the workflow should a greater 

number of articles appear for a particular period. This bottle-neck point requires further 

investigation to overcome, but for the current project, a seven day limit was set for the data 

retrieval so as not to overload this component of the workflow. 

 

Figure 7: 

Screenshot of components of the translation meta node 
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The meta-node was split into two main flows, of which the first one is currently in use. 

Further research is required to explore which one is the better system, although both were 

found to be functional the scale of this project. 

Flow 1: 

• Using the “Tika language detector” node, the texts were filtered into one of five 

streams depending on the language detected: English, French, Chinese (simplified), 

Swahili (also known as Kiswahili) and “other”. These were selected on the criteria 

of being the most used in the area and being available in the node’s Menu. This  menu 

is limited in local languages, so potentially many relevant articles may end up being 

overlooked. 

• The TIKA Language detector assigns code to each language; this language detector 

is similar to Google’s own, but it was chosen for this task because it can handle larger 

amounts of text, though further studies need to be done to observe how it compares 

with Google’s detector in terms accuracy 

i. English is the most common language in the input data, so all texts flow 

through that stream without filtering, as the end analysis is in English. 

ii. French, Simplified Chinese and Swahili were selected as being the most 

relevant languages with respect to the region, but less frequent than English. 

To accommodate for this, the input texts are first filtered for each of these 

languages before they are translated to English 

iii. The “other” languages are those that are not detected as one of the previous 

four, so undergo automatic language translation, the same process utilized 

by Flow 2. These languages were either deemed not to be very important or 

undefined by TIKA language detector, but the information they convey is 

still potentially relevant. 

 

• A series of joiner nodes is required to remove redundancies, stemming especially 

from the “other languages” filter, and to create a unified table of text again. 

Flow 2 (purple): 

• This flow utilizes Google’s own language detection program (unlike Flow 1 that uses 

TIKA). 
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i. The “Automatic language detection and translation” stream utilizes the 

translator plugin’s “all languages” setting. This works as a universal 

translator, and during the creation and fine tuning of this project, has not 

made any observable mistakes in translation. 

• This Flow also uses the Translator component node, so the risk of overloading is still 

present. 

• This flow should be able to do the entire task of translating alone, but to avoid 

overloading the workflow and for easier catching of errors, we opted to use Flow 1.  

Further research would be required to compare Flow 2 with Flow 1, so that it may one day 

be used as a validating tool, or even take over completely. That step did not fit within the 

scope and timeline of this thesis.  
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4.2.3 Text Mining 

The objective is the breakdown of the translated texts into individual words, while 

maintaining their associations with their original article and its weblink. The resulting output 

data only contains terms (words) and their link to their place within their text of origin as 

well as the link to the text’s original location online. The work here can be divided into pre-

processing, or the modification of the text into data usable by our text mining algorithms, 

and the text mining itself (Figure 8). 

 

Pre-Processing  

• Due to computational power limitations, only 50 nodes can be visualized in the final 

clustered network of words, so an accurate pre-processing work must precede it to 

avoid unnecessary filler words using up space (Figure 9). This process takes place in 

the “Pre-Processing” meta-node. 

• This phase involves the manual selection of words and characters to be removed from 

the final product. Using the “Table Creator” node, the list was started off with 

prepositions, adjectives, numbers (written and characters), grammatical characters, 

pronouns and some frequently re-occurring non-topic specific words such as “news”, 

“meeting”, “observed” and additional filler words. With each run of the Workflow, 

this list was increased with the inclusion of words that proved to be either irrelevant, 

vague or so frequently used that they became superfluous to the task (eg: days of the 

week, months, “doctors”, “hours”, “government”, “groups”, “militia”, “terrorist”) 
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• Of all the steps, this is the most subjective one as it is fully reliant on the user’s 

interpretation of what they deem relevant. 

• A post-processing meta-node was added after the “Bag of Words” creator. Its 

function is the same as that of pre-processing meta-node and its role is to filter out 

any artefacts left over from pre-processing as an additional fail-safe measure. 

Figure 9: 

Screenshots of the components of the pre-processing meta node 

Figure 8: 

Screenshot of the text mining and network analysis steps 
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Bag of Words Creator 

• Following pre-processing, this algorithm extracted and examined the words filtered 

from the articles while retaining the knowledge of their original place within their 

texts 

• This process is important for the term co-occurrence counter, an algorithm that 

calculates the level of connection between words. Connection refers to the degree 

two words appear together in a text; how frequently they are used together in the 

same paragraph/ title/ sentence within a particular text (e.g.: “health” and “launch” 

appear x times at y level, while “symptomatic” and “infection” appear z times at w 

level). The algorithms chosen for this task can collect the information from all the 

articles, resulting in a table detailing how often two particular words appear together 

throughout all articles and arriving at the top fifty words that are the most linked. 

• This is visualized in a table with each word listed alongside how many words it was 

associated with, and to what extent (same article/paragraph/sentence etc.) 
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4.2.4 Network Analysis and Visualization 

The goal of this step is to create a graph that can visualize the connections between the 

words, clustering them into groups based on their levels of connection while preserving easy 

access to the words’ text of origin. 

 

All natural networks often show cluster characteristics. In the effort to demonstrate the link 

between trends, drivers and disease outbreaks, clusters are an ideal method to demonstrate 

connections that may not be otherwise easily noticeable. Some words appear in many texts, 

this may be because they are related to each other. Cluster of “malaria” vs “Salmonella” in 

the same country: same network because text of articles is connected to each other due to 

the appearance of similar words (e.g.: name of the country with the outbreak), but different 

clusters, because these are separate issues 

 

This involves the filtering out the top fifty most connected words with the corresponding 

information, which requires a complex set of processes. KNIME has an available built-in 

algorithm, but these were found to have poor performance and were unreliable. Therefore, 

the packages created by the software company “R” for KNIME were selected for this 

process. This involved downloading their plugins (igraph, tidygraph and visNetwork) from 

KNIME’s website as well as their separate software 

 

Using the igraph, tidygraph and visNetwork packages of R, in that order, the fifty words and 

their corresponding data are  

1. igraph (available in r and python, chose R), runs calculation in R and gives results 

in KNIME: this algorithm is able to generate the main graph itself, visualizing all 

the connections between the words; unfortunately it is unable to filter the results in 

a weighted list,this function requires tidyGraph. 

i. Clusters are defined by the igraph “optimal community structure” 

algorithm, based on the network properties of the words themselves (by 

maximizing the modularity measure over all possible partitions). This 

means that the clusters are formed around related stories/words. When this 
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works well, one can decipher a news story from reading the key words 

appearing in the word network. 

2. tidygraph: calculates network measures, was selected partly due to its easy settings; 

it calculates values including the: degree; weighted degree, centrality; loops (words 

co-occurring with themselves) in network. This algorithm can cope with up to 50 

nodes (due to performance power challenges), hence, and creates the end limit of 

available nodes. 

3. visNetwork: clusters and visualizes the words by using iGraph’s layout, therefore, 

to run it one need iGraph functioning in the background 
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4.3 Analyzing the Data Gathered 

 

The result of the KNIME workflow is displayed as a network of words (Figure 10) in the 

computer’s web browser. This works for Apple’s Safari, Microsoft Edge and Linux systems., 

with or without an internet connection, as long as the text retrieval and translation has already 

been completed. This still allows for editing the pre-processing filters for clearer results even 

when on the move. 

Each word in the network is symbolised as a circle of varying size, connected to other words 

by lines, with the lines being illustrations of hyperlinks of the news articles the words were 

sourced from. By placing the computer’s cursor on the lines connecting the words, one can 

see the link to the word’s article of origin. 

 

The size of the words’ circle is representative of that word’s frequency of appearance in 

various articles and therefore its level of connection, with the words having more 

connections being lager. Each circle is coloured depending on which cluster it belongs to 

with the links continuing the colouration. While working on this projects, no words were 

Figure 10: 

Screenshot of the initial word network as seen in a Microsoft Edge web browser 
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observed to be of dual colouration, however some words may link to others outside their 

cluster if they have a strong enough connection to be visualised. 

  

Two forms of clusters are created: those based around words, and those linked by shared 

topic.Only the clusters grouped by topic are of interest for this thesis. These were created  

based on the clustering algorithm used in the Network analysis step of the workflow. The 

user interface shows clusters numbered from 2 upwards. The word-based clusters are of 

equal number as there are words in the network, and are linked by the appearance of the 

particular word in any given article. 

 

This visualisation enables users to look over thousands of articles and see a common theme 

between them, freeing them from having to comb through all of them individually. If the 

network shows an increase in interesting results, all one needs to do is click on the links of 

interest highlighted by their clusters to read the source articles to get a greater understanding 

of the situation. 
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5 Results  

The final product is a KNIME workflow able to process, sort and analyse imported news 

media gathered from a period of up to one week from as far back as 18 months based on 

shared topics in under 5 minutes. The resulting word network can be broken down into 

clusters, based on their connection of a mutual subject. 

 

The final KNIME workflow can be accessed at the following links:  

https://dfi.univet.hu/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/EMM-Kenya-nov.11.2022.3_2.knwf_.zip 

https://dfi.univet.hu/en/activities/education/automated-news-screening-for-emerging-

infectious-disease-risk-identification-in-the-lake-victoria-basin/ 

 

To demonstrate the method in practice, an example run of the workflow was made. The 

period selected for analysis was the week of October 31st to November 6th, 2022. Around 

420 articles were retrieved by the data retrieval nodes. The word network produced can be 

seen in Figure 10 and its component clusters in Figures 11-14. 

Figure 11 

View of Clusters 2, highlighted in blue, taken from Microsoft Edge Web Browser 
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Examining Figure 10, one can see the circles representing the words highlighted in four 

different colours (red, yellow, blue, and green) depending on the cluster they belong to. One 

can select a cluster to examine by clicking on the “select group” button on the side of the 

screen. The cluster selected is then shown individually with the other ones dimmed in the 

background. The results of the example workflow run are as follows: 

 

Cluster 2 (Figure 11), highlights seventeen words, including: “regions”, “food”, “climate”, 

“hunger”, “security”, “pandemic” and “crisis” amongst others. This suggests links between 

famine, the Climate Crisis and a pandemic (presumably the Covid-19 pandemic). Further 

exploration into this may be required as the words “food”, “security” and “risk” together 

may also indicate information linked to food-borne illnesses whose keywords did not make 

it to the word network. This cluster ultimately alludes to the risk of famine in a localised 

region due to climate change, which is likely to act as a driver for disease outbreak as 

Figure 12 

View of Clusters 3, highlighted in yellow, taken from Microsoft Edge Web Browser 
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populations there become vulnerable due to malnutrition (which is a non-communicable 

disease). 

 

Cluster 3 (Figure 12), highlights seventeen words, including: “Ugandan”, “healer”, 

“Museveni”, “traditional”, “televised” and “stop”. One word not highlighted but connected 

through links is “Ebola”. This cluster is almost legible as a title to those already familiar with 

the name of the Ugandan president as “President Musevenni, in a televised message, told 

traditional healers to stop treating Ebola patients, as the outbreak spreads through the country 

and has claimed lives”. The topic of this cluster is clearly defined and is suggestive of the 

worsening of the ongoing Ebola epidemic in Africa due to the addition of complications 

potentially caused by the involvement of traditional healers. 

 

Figure 13 

View of Clusters 4, highlighted in red, taken from Microsoft Edge Web Browser 
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Cluster 4 (Figure 13) highlights fourteen words while significantly linking to eight more. 

Key highlights include “vaccines”, “Ebola”, “disease”, “outbreak”, “Nairobi”, “Nigeria”, 

“Kampala”. These can be understood as a vaccine breakthrough in the fight against the 

ongoing Ebola epidemic also mentioned in Group 2. Based on the place names given, one 

cannot immediately sure where the events are taking place as the regions are far from each 

other, therefore further reading would be required. 

 

Cluster 5, highlighted in green, is the smallest of all clusters with only three highlighted 

words: “south”,” research” and “original”. This cluster does not contain a lot of clues as to 

its components, and therefore reading its component articles is required to understand the 

link between the words. 

 

Clusters 3 and 4 demonstrate the way two clusters can have the same topic at heart, but focus 

on different areas within it, allowing them to be grouped separately.  

Figure 14: 

View of Clusters 5 highlighted in green, taken from Microsoft Edge Web Browser 
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The results offer an easy overview of the 420 articles collected. A human mind still has to 

work out what the actual topics are about and how they relate to one another in real life, but 

the ideas are summarised in an easily interpretable form.  
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6 Discussion  

An objective evaluation of digital media for driver surveillance will ultimately require an 

unbiased dataset that links media reports of disease drivers to actual outbreaks. That would 

enable the determination of the specificity and sensitivity of the system. Notably, it will be 

difficult to develop such a system because of the circular nature of these data (i.e., the system 

would be evaluated based on the system used to collect the data). In the absence of 

independently collected “gold standard” data, one cannot determine the degree to which 

unknown unknowns are missed.[3]  

 

The purpose of the project is to simplify the job of experts looking to spot signs off early 

outbreaks by clustering results to form helpful visual aids. With the help of network analysis 

and clustering algorithms, using computers to group topics together. This could also be a list 

form, but less user friendly. 

 

Challenges overcome 

Searches  

• Defining the scope of the results of interested. 

• Using specific spelling to in search terms and for RSS links. 

• How to optimize search parameters for the thirty-seven diseases  

• Utilising the EMM filters: there were over fifty available options, choosing too many 

or too broadly lead to unspecific results and many duplicate articles which put a lot 

of pressure on the workflow. The four most relevant ones were eventually settled on. 

• Despite the specific search queries and filters applied, a major news event is still able 

to leach into the results, which is especially frustrating due to the limiting fifty word 

cap. 

Language 

• Selecting the languages of the input data: originally, we were going to use English 

only, but due to the international nature of the Lake Victoria Basin and the promising 

nature of the translating features of KNIME, the “all” language filter was selected 
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▪ This led to having to decide the main languages to filter for  in the 

translation meta-node and devise an effective translating mechanism 

o Translation nodes 

▪ Addition of an “emptiness” checker before the start of each language 

tract. Without this mechanism, when no articles of a particular 

language appear in the search results, the translation program shuts 

down, stalling the entire workflow. 

▪ Working around the maximum limit of words imposed by the 

translation component-node; Solved by: 

•  the translation meta node: splitting the languages to the most 

common languages (English, French, Swahili, simplified 

Chinese, and the “others”), and translating them in separate 

tracks.  

• Capping the amount of input data by keeping the time interval 

of interest under seven days. 

▪ Auto translation works fine for smaller texts, but if it reaches a certain 

threshold, it does not do the job. So, the separate language pipeline 

could be used in these cases. 

▪ Need time and opportunity to compare accuracy and efficiency of the 

different flows  

 

KNIME 

• It is a large program, that can easily glitch/ freeze or shut down itself or other 

programs running on a laptop if it is not strong enough. 

o I used a 128GB; 4GB memory Microsoft Surface Go laptop, with a Pentium 

Gold processor and ran into the above issues. Meanwhile my Supervisor’s 

Macintosh could run it with other programs operating in the background 

without issue. 

• R & python plugins 

o They are lost each time KNIME updates to a new version. 

o They cap the word network at fifty words maximum. Computers with better 

computing power may be able to go to seventy, but that was not possible on 

my device. 
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o Their proper function is crucial to the workflow’s performance; however, 

their glitches are hard to spot and often only noticed when they eventually 

stall the workflow all the message says is error in the program 

o Date and time restrictions 

▪ Searching for longer periods leads to the entire workflow shutting 

down. This is thought to be because of the translation meta-node, but 

other nodes may also have limits that we have not yet encountered. 

o Different network analysis plugins could be tried out to compare results 

• Text mining 

o Pre-processing: 

▪ Determining what words are “clutter” when limited to only 50 key 

words was challenging, and took weeks to get focused 

o Despite the specific search queries and filters applied, a major news event is 

able to leach into our results, which is especially frustrating as we are limited 

to a 50 node cap; to combat this, we filtered out days of the week, months, 

numbers, county names as well as names of influential figures and groups, 

assuming that if the news is relevant enough, then that part of the network is 

deducible without using the precious space 

 

Lessons Learned: 

In doing this project and overcoming its challenges, many lessons were learned, and room 

identified for improvement.  

 

The accessing old news media was the first and most difficult challenge to overcome. Using 

an RSS feed creator opened-up many resources that would have otherwise been impossible 

to use. And while EMM was a vital source of articles, the issue of duplicates often arose. 

Further work could be done to reduce the number of duplicate articles entering the workflow 

to free up computational power for other processes. 
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The computational limitation of both the KNIME program and the devices that ran it were 

often a limiting factor when it came to the quantity of data that could be analyzed. Because 

the various individuals who ran the program on their personal computers had different 

experiences with the workflow, issues could be identified as either being linked to program 

error or computational power. The project aimed to skew to the weakest link, enabling 

computers with smaller processing capacity to still run the workflow and achieve results in 

a reasonable time. This included the addition of the fifty-word limit, as more powerful 

machines were able to produce networks with up to eighty words, while weaker ones got 

error messages or crashed completely. 

 

Additionally, in the process of modifying the original DEMETER workflow, opportunities 

were found to experiment with different methods and materials. The translation meta-node 

currently offers two methods of translating the input texts, and further investigations would 

be required to establish which process is the more efficient and accurate. Furthermore, 

additional inquiries could be conducted into which of the many open-source text mining and 

data analysis programs work best. This thesis used “R” and “¨Python” as these were the most 

convenient at the time, but additional comparisons would be beneficial to optimize the 

process. 

 

Further tests could be conducted on the workings of the text mining step and the accuracy 

of the co-occurrence counters in place. Experimenting with various levels of co-occurrence 

counting (e.g.: sing co-occurrences within per fifty words instead of per sentence) to see 

which gets the more pertinent results, along with refining the pre-processing procedure, 

would be incredibly valuable future steps for the optimization this method. 

 

Overall, the team is satisfied with the current status of the workflow and has hopes for its 

future as a tool in the fight to prevent outbreaks of infectious disease. 
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Appendix B Search terms and their links 

 

1. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

country=BI%2CKE%2CRW%2CTZ%2CUG&dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A

59Z&atLeast=aanthra+Trypanosoma+Brucella+%28rift+valley+fever%29+echin

ococcosis+%28Non+TTyph+Salmonellosis%29+%28Q+fever%29+mycobacteri

um+cysticercosis+dengue+malmala+leptospirosis+Schistosomiasis+%28yellow+

fever%29+rickets+Rickettsiosis+TaeniT+Sarcopsis+Cryptosporidiosis+Leishma

niasis+Ebola+Marburg+%28Crimean-

Congo+haemorrhagic+fever%29+%28antimicrobial+resistance%29+%28drug+r

esistancr%29%28antimicrobial+resistance%29+%28multidrug+resistance%29+

%28antibiotic+rresistanc%29+Dermatophilosis+Cryptococcosis+Listeriosis+Asp

ergillosis+MERS+SASA+Plague+Chikungunya+%28West+Nile+Virus%29&dat

efrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z 

https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203612
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203613
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203614
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203616
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203617
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203618
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203619
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203620
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203621
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203622
https://d.docs.live.net/4a422ea4e31d67a7/Thesis/Lake%20Victoria%20Intro%20(12%20nov%202022)%203.docx#_Toc119203623
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2. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&
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59Z&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=AnimalHealth 

3. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

country=BI%2CKE%2CRW%2CTZ%2CUG&dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A

59Z&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=CommunicableDiseas

es 

4. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

country=BI%2CKE%2CRW%2CTZ%2CUG&dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A

59Z&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=FoodSafety 

5. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&country

=BI%2CKE%2CRW%2CTZ%2CUG&dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A59Z&datefrom

=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=FoodSecurityFoodAid 

6. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

dateto=2021-08-

29T23%3A59%3A59Z&atLeast=Kenya+Burundi+Tanzania+Ruanda+Uganda&

datefrom=2021-08-23T00%3A00%3A00Z&category=AnimalHealth 

7. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A59Z&atLeast=Kenya+Burundi+Tanzania+Ruan

da+Uganda&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=Communicable

Diseases 

8. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A59Z&atLeast=Kenya+Burundi+Tanzania+Ruan

da+Uganda&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=FoodSafety 

9. https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&

dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A59Z&atLeast=Kenya+Burundi+Tanzania+Ruan

da+Uganda&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=FoodSecurityF

oodAid 

10. https://smartfarmerkenya.com/feed/ 

11. https://www.africanfarming.net/component/obrss/african-farming-rss-feed 

12. https://theorganicfarmer.org/feed/ 

13. https://theorganicfarmer.org/?s=Animal+health 

14. https://eastafrican-agrinews.com/feed/ 

https://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss/rss?language=all&type=search&mode=advanced&country=BI%2CKE%2CRW%2CTZ%2CUG&dateto=end_dateT23%3A59%3A59Z&datefrom=start_dateT00%3A00%3A00Z&category=FoodSecurityFoodAid
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